Abstract. We show a relation between O'Hara's energy of knots and the Douglas functional.
In his paper [4] , O'Hara introduced the following energy of knots for any C2-embedding cp:Sl = R/Z -> M3 such that \cp'\ = 1 . This quantity is admitted to be negative, but it is bounded from below (E^noX(cp) > -2) and blows up if a knot has a self-intersection. O'Hara showed that there exist only finitely many ambient isotopy classes of knots whose energy and bending energy (see [4] for the definition) are bounded from above by any given constant.
In his prize winning paper [3] for the Plateau problem, Douglas employed the Douglas functional This result does not seem to be sharp, since our proof uses only the Schwarz inequality.
Proof of Theorem. Let X:SX = R/Z -> R be a function defined by A(x) = min{x, 1 -x} (x £ [0, 1]). Note that X can be regarded as a piecewise linear periodic function on R, which has the same order at the corners as the function |x|. Since sin 7rx < 7tx (0 < x < \), we see
We claim 
